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› Update to Ericsson’s draft of CFM YANG

› Modifications to the structure of the Maintenance Domain hierarchy

› Separate the Read/Write Configuration from the Read Only Operation trees

› Review of other modifications

› Future work

Introduction
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› From:

› +md

› +ma

› +mep

› To:

› +md

+ma

+mep

Hierarchy change
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› Augment the “cfm-state” from /dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge-state, and use the 

same hierarchy to create the RO tree

RW/RO Tree separation
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› MD key update
– Update the md key from md-index to {format, md-name}, as md-index is specific to MIB.

› MA key update
– Update the md key from ma-index to {format, ma-name}, as ma-index is specific to MIB.

› Component ID handling
– More research needed

– Current Draft

› Removes the definition of CfmPbbComponentIdentifier.

› Replaces the component-ID by component name and refers it to the Bridge.

- component-name -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/component/name

› Reference section update according to IEEE 802.1q 2014.

› Add the leaf-list active-rmep under mep
– covers the gap from 802.1ag 2007 ->IEEE 802.1q 2014. 

– dot1agCfmMepDbRMepIsActive is newly introduced

› Removed parent identifier-string from child node according to RFC 6087bis (5.3. 
Identifiers)

› Removed intermediate node to reduce the complexity of hierarchy

Other Changes
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› Continue refinement based on further research and comments

› Continue to monitor other IEEE YANG efforts

› Support

– Loopback

– Link Trace

Future Work
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› YANG

› TREE

Models

NOTE:  In Powerpoint double-click on the icon above

In PDF the files are attachments (View->Show/Hide->Navigation Panes->Attachments)





module: ieee802-dot1ag-cfm
augment /dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge:
   +--rw cfm
      +--rw default-md
      |  +--rw def-level?           cfm:md-level
      |  +--rw def-mhf-creation?    cfm:mhf-creation
      |  +--rw def-id-permission?   cfm:id-permission
      |  +--rw entry* [component-name primary-vid]
      |     +--rw component-name    -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/component/name
      |     +--rw primary-vid       ieee:vlanid
      |     +--rw level?            cfm:md-level-or-none
      |     +--rw mhf-creation?     cfm:mhf-creation
      |     +--rw id-permission?    cfm:id-permission
      +--rw cfm-vlan* [component-name vid]
      |  +--rw component-name    -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/component/name
      |  +--rw vid               ieee:vlanid
      |  +--rw primary-vid?      ieee:vlanid
      +--rw md* [format md-name]
         +--rw format               cfm:maint-domain-name-type
         +--rw md-name              cfm:maint-domain-name
         +--rw md-level?            cfm:md-level
         +--rw mhf-creation?        cfm:mhf-creation
         +--rw mhf-id-permission?   cfm:id-permission
         +--rw ma* [format ma-name]
            +--rw format          cfm:maint-assoc-name-type
            +--rw ma-name         cfm:maint-assoc-name
            +--rw ccm-interval?   cfm:ccm-interval
            +--rw ma-comp* [component-name]
               +--rw component-name         -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/component/name
               +--rw comp-primary-vlanid?   cfm:vlanid-or-none
               +--rw comp-mhf-creation?     cfm:mhf-creation
               +--rw comp-id-permission?    cfm:id-permission
               +--rw mep* [mep-identifier]
               |  +--rw mep-identifier      cfm:mep-id
               |  +--rw if-index?           cfm:if-index-or-zero
               |  +--rw direction?          cfm:mp-direction
               |  +--rw primary-vid?        ieee:vlanid
               |  +--rw active?             boolean
               |  +--rw cci-enabled?        boolean
               |  +--rw ccm-ltm-priority?   uint32
               |  +--rw low-pr-def?         cfm:lowest-alarm-pri
               |  +--rw fng-alarm-time?     cfm:time-interval
               |  +--rw fng-reset-time?     cfm:time-interval
               |  +--rw active-rmep*        cfm:mep-id
               +--rw mep-list* [mep-list-identifier]
                  +--rw mep-list-identifier    cfm:mep-id
augment /dot1q:bridges-state/dot1q:bridge:
   +--ro cfm-state
      +--ro default-md
      |  +--ro entry* [component-name primary-vid]
      |     +--ro component-name    -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/component/name
      |     +--ro primary-vid       -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/default-md/entry/primary-vid
      |     +--ro status?           boolean
      +--ro md* [format md-name]
      |  +--ro format     -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/format
      |  +--ro md-name    -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/md-name
      |  +--ro ma* [format ma-name]
      |     +--ro format     -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/ma/format
      |     +--ro ma-name    -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/ma/ma-name
      |     +--ro ma-comp* [component-name]
      |        +--ro component-name         -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/component/name
      |        +--ro comp-number-of-vids?   uint32
      |        +--ro mep* [mep-identifier]
      |           +--ro mep-identifier            cfm:mep-id
      |           +--ro fng-state?                cfm:fng-state
      |           +--ro cci-enabled?              boolean
      |           +--ro mac-address?              yang:mac-address
      |           +--ro highest-pr-defect?        cfm:highest-defect-pri
      |           +--ro defects?                  cfm:mep-defects
      |           +--ro error-ccm-last-failure?   binary
      |           +--ro xcon-ccm-last-failure?    binary
      |           +--ro ccm-sequence-errors?      yang:counter32
      |           +--ro cci-sent-ccms?            yang:counter32
      |           +--ro mep-db* [rmep-identifier]
      |              +--ro rmep-identifier         cfm:mep-id
      |              +--ro rmep-state?             cfm:remote-mep-state
      |              +--ro rmep-failed-ok-time?    yang:timestamp
      |              +--ro mac-address?            yang:mac-address
      |              +--ro rdi?                    boolean
      |              +--ro port-status-tlv?        cfm:port-status
      |              +--ro interface-status-tlv?   cfm:interface-status
      +--ro config-error-list* [vid if-index]
      |  +--ro vid           ieee:vlanid
      |  +--ro if-index      cfm:if-index
      |  +--ro error-type?   cfm:config-errors
      +--ro stack* [if-index vlanid-or-none md-level direction]
         +--ro if-index          cfm:if-index
         +--ro vlanid-or-none    cfm:vlanid-or-none
         +--ro md-level          cfm:md-level
         +--ro direction         cfm:mp-direction
         +--ro md-format?        -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/format
         +--ro md-name?          -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/md-name
         +--ro ma-format?        -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/ma/format
         +--ro ma-name?          -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/ma/ma-name
         +--ro gmep-id?          cfm:mep-id-or-zero
         +--ro gmac-address?     yang:mac-address
notifications:
   +---n fault-alarm    
      +--ro fault-alarm--mep-highest-pr-defect
         +--ro md-format?               -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/format
         +--ro md-name?                 -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/md-name
         +--ro ma-format?               -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/ma/format
         +--ro ma-name?                 -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/ma/ma-name
         +--ro mep-identifier?          -> /dot1q:bridges/bridge/cfm:cfm/md/ma/ma-comp/mep/mep-identifier
         +--ro mep-highest-pr-defect?   cfm:highest-defect-pri



module ieee802-dot1ag-cfm {
  namespace "urn:ieee:std:802:yang:ieee802-dot1ag-cfm";
  prefix cfm;

  import ieee802-types {
    prefix ieee;
  }
  import ietf-interfaces {
    prefix if;
  }
  import ietf-yang-types {
    prefix yang;
  }
  import ieee802-dot1q-bridge {
    prefix dot1q;
  }

  organization "Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers";
  contact
    "WG Web:   <http://www.ieee802.org/1/>
             
     Editor:   Kun Wang 
              <kun.s.wang@ericsson.com>
               Alex Wang
              <alex.g.wang@ericsson.com>
               Chin Chen
              <chin.chen@ericsson.com>
               Hua Lv
              <hua.lv@ericsson.com>";
  description
    "This module contains a collection of generally useful derived
     data types for IEEE YANG models.";

  revision 2017-07-04 {
    description
      "Mainly make the below updated based on last revision:
       1. Update the reference section based on IEEE 802.1Q-2014.
       2. Update the MD-MA-MEP hierarchy.
       3. Separate RW and RO tree. Augment the cfm-state from 
       /dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge-state";
    reference "IEEE 802.1Q-2014";
  }
  revision 2017-03-01 {
    description
      "Initial revision.";
    reference "IEEE 802";
  }

  typedef if-index {
    type leafref {
      path "/if:interfaces-state/if:interface/if:if-index";
    }
    description
      "This type is used by data models that need to reference
       configured interfaces.";
  }

  typedef if-index-or-zero {
    type int32 {
      range "0..2147483647";
    }
    description
      "This textual convention is an extension of the
       InterfaceIndex convention.  The latter defines a greater
       than zero value used to identify an interface or interface
       sub-layer in the managed system.  This extension permits the
       additional value of zero.  the value zero is object-specific
       and must therefore be defined as part of the description of
       any object which uses this syntax.  Examples of the usage of
       zero might include situations where interface was unknown,
       or when none or all interfaces need to be referenced.";
  }

  typedef vlanid-or-none {
    type int32 {
      range "0..4094";
    }
    description
      "The vlanid that uniquely identifies a specific VLAN,
       or no VLAN.  The special value of zero is used to
       indicate that no vlanid is present or used.  This can
       be used in any situation where an object or a table entry
       must refer either to a specific VLAN, or to no VLAN.
       
       Note that a MIB object that is defined using this
       TEXTUAL-CONVENTION should clarify the meaning of
       'no VLAN' (i.e., the special value 0).";
  }

  typedef time-interval {
    type int32 {
      range "0..2147483647";
    }
    description
      "A period of time, measured in units of 0.01 seconds.";
  }

  typedef maint-domain-name-type {
    type enumeration {
      enum "none" {
        value 1;
        description
          "No format specified, usually because there is not (yet)
           a Maintenance Domain Name. In this case, a zero length
           OCTET STRING for the Domain Name field is acceptable.";
      }
      enum "dns-like-name" {
        value 2;
        description
          "Domain Name like string, globally unique text string
           derived from a DNS name.";
      }
      enum "mac-address-and-uint" {
        value 3;
        description
          "MAC address + 2-octet (unsigned) integer.";
      }
      enum "char-string" {
        value 4;
        description
          "RFC2579 DisplayString, except that the character codes
           0-31 (decimal) are not used.";
      }
    }
    description
      "A value that represents a type (and thereby the format)
       of a maint-domain-name.
       
       To support future extensions, the
       maint-domain-name-type textual convention SHOULD NOT
       be sub-typed in object type definitions.  It MAY be
       sub-typed in compliance statements in order to require only
       a subset of these address types for a compliant
       implementation.
       
       Implementations must ensure that
       maint-domain-name-type objects and any dependent
       objects (e.g., maint-domain-name objects) are
       consistent.  An inconsistentValue error must be generated
       if an attempt to change an maint-domain-name-type
       object would, for example, lead to an undefined
       maint-domain-name value.
       In particular,
       maint-domain-name-type/maint-domain-name pairs
       must be changed together if the nameType changes.";
    reference "21.6.5, Table 21�19";
  }

  typedef maint-domain-name {
    type binary {
      length "1..43";
    }
    description
      "Denotes a generic Maintenance Domain Name.
       
       A maint-domain-name value is interpreted within
       the context of a maint-domain-name-type value.  Every
       usage of the maint-domain-name textual convention is
       required to specify the maint-domain-name-type object
       that provides the context.  It is suggested that the
       maint-domain-name-type object be logically registered
       before the object(s) that use the maint-domain-name
       textual convention, if they appear in the same logical row.
       
       The value of a maint-domain-name object must always
       be consistent with the value of the associated
       maint-domain-name-type object. Attempts to set
       an maint-domain-name object to a value inconsistent
       with the associated maint-domain-name-type must fail
       with an inconsistentValue error.
       
       When this textual convention is used as the syntax of an
       index object, there may be issues with the limit of 128
       sub-identifiers specified in SMIv2, IETF STD 58.  In this
       case, the object definition MUST include a 'SIZE' clause
       to limit the number of potential instance sub-identifiers;
       otherwise the applicable constraints MUST be stated in
       the appropriate conceptual row DESCRIPTION clauses, or
       in the surrounding documentation if there is no single
       DESCRIPTION clause that is appropriate.
       
       A value of none(1) in the associated
       maint-domain-name-type object means that no
       Maintenance Domain name is present, and the contents of the
       maint-domain-name object are meaningless.
       
       See the DESCRIPTION of the maint-assoc-name-type
       TEXTUAL-CONVENTION for a discussion of the length limits on
       the Maintenance Domain name and Maintenance Association
       name.";
    reference "21.6.5";
  }

  typedef maint-assoc-name-type {
    type enumeration {
      enum "primary-vid" {
        value 1;
        description
          "Primary VLAN ID";
      }
      enum "char-string" {
        value 2;
        description
          "display string";
      }
      enum "unsigned-int16" {
        value 3;
        description
          "2-octet integer/big endian";
      }
      enum "rfc2865-vpn-id" {
        value 4;
        description
          "RFC 2685 VPN ID";
      }
      enum "icc-format" {
        value 32;
        description
          "ICC-based format";
      }
    }
    description
      "A value that represents a type (and thereby the format)
       of a maint-assoc-name.  The value can be one of
       the following:
       
       ieeeReserved(0)   Reserved for definition by IEEE 802.1
                         recommend to not use zero unless
                         absolutely needed.
       primary-vid(1)     Primary VLAN ID.
                         12 bits represented in a 2-octet integer:
                         - least significant 4 bits of the first
                           byte contains the most significant 
                           4 bits of the 12 bits primary VID
                         - second byte contains the least
                           significant 8 bits of the primary VID
       
                                0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                |0 0 0 0| (MSB) |
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                |  VID   LSB    |
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       
       char-string(2)     RFC2579 DisplayString, except that the
                         character codes 0-31 (decimal) are not
                         used. (1..45) octets
       unsigned-int16 (3) 2-octet integer/big endian
       rfc2685-vpn-id(4)   RFC 2685 VPN ID
                         3 octet VPN authority Organizationally
                         Unique Identifier (OUI) or Company
                         Identifier (CID) followed by 4 octet VPN
                         index identifying VPN according to the
                         OUI or CID:
       
                                0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                |VPN OUI/CID MSB|
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                |VPN OUI/CID    |
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                |VPN OUI/CID LSB|
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                |VPN Index (MSB)|
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                |  VPN Index    |
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                |  VPN Index    |
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                |VPN Index (LSB)|
                                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       
       ieee-reserved(xx)  Reserved for definition by IEEE 802.1
                         xx values can be [5..31] and [64..255]
       iccFormat(32)     ICC-based format as specified in ITU-T Y.1731
       itu-reserved(xx)   Reserved for definition by  ITU-T Y.1731
                         xx values range from [32..63]
       
       To support future extensions, the
       maint-assoc-name-type textual convention SHOULD NOT
       be sub-typed in object type definitions. It MAY be
       sub-typed in compliance statements in order to require
       only a subset of these address types for a compliant
       implementation.
       
       Implementations must ensure that maint-assoc-name-type
       objects and any dependent objects (e.g.,
       maint-assoc-name objects) are consistent.  An
       inconsistentValue error must be generated if an attempt to
       change an maint-assoc-name-type object would, for
       example, lead to an undefined maint-assoc-name value.
       In particular,
       maint-assoc-name-type/maint-assoc-name pairs
       must be changed together if the nameType changes.
       
       The Maintenance Domain name and Maintenance Association
       name,when put together into the CCM PDU, MUST total 48
       octets or less.If the maint-domain-name-type 
       object contains none(1), then the maint-assoc-name
       object MUST be 45 octets or less in length.  Otherwise,
       the length of the maint-domain-name object plus the
       length of the maint-assoc-name object, added
       together, MUST total less than or equal to 44 octets.";
    reference "21.6.5.4, Table 21�20";
  }

  typedef maint-assoc-name {
    type binary {
      length "1..45";
    }
    description
      "Denotes a generic Maintenance Association Name. It is the
       part of the Maintenance Association Identifier which is
       unique within the Maintenance Domain Name and is appended
       to the Maintenance Domain Name to form the Maintenance
       Association Identifier (MAID).
       
       A maint-assoc-name value is always interpreted within
       the context of a maint-assoc-name-type value.  Every
       usage of the maint-assoc-name textual convention is
       required to specify the maint-assoc-name-type object
       that provides the context.  It is suggested that the
       maint-assoc-name-type object be logically registered
       before the object(s) that use the maint-assoc-name
       textual convention, if they appear in the same logical row.
       
       The value of a maint-assoc-name object must 
       always be consistent with the value of the associated
       maint-assoc-name-type object. Attempts to set
       an maint-assoc-name object to a value inconsistent
       with the associated maint-assoc-name-type must fail
       with an inconsistentValue error.
       
       When this textual convention is used as the syntax of an
       index object, there may be issues with the limit of 128
       sub-identifiers specified in SMIv2, IETF STD 58.  In this
       case, the object definition MUST include a 'SIZE' clause
       to limit the number of potential instance sub-identifiers;
       otherwise the applicable constraints MUST be stated in
       the appropriate conceptual row DESCRIPTION clauses, or
       in the surrounding documentation if there is no single
       DESCRIPTION clause that is appropriate.";
    reference "21.6.5.4, 21.6.5.5, 21.6.5.6";
  }

  typedef md-level {
    type int32 {
      range "0..7";
    }
    description
      "Integer identifying the Maintenance Domain Level (MD Level).
       Higher numbers correspond to higher Maintenance Domains,
       those with the greatest physical reach, with the highest
       values for customers' CFM PDUs.  Lower numbers correspond
       to lower Maintenance Domains, those with more limited
       physical reach, with the lowest values for CFM PDUs
       protecting single Bridges or physical links.";
    reference "18.3, 21.4.1";
  }

  typedef md-level-or-none {
    type int32 {
      range "-1..7";
    }
    description
      "Integer identifying the Maintenance Domain Level (MD Level).
       Higher numbers correspond to higher Maintenance Domains,
       those with the greatest physical reach, with the highest
       values for customers' CFM packets.  Lower numbers correspond
       to lower Maintenance Domains, those with more limited
       physical reach, with the lowest values for CFM PDUs
       protecting single bridges or physical links.
       
       The value (-1) is reserved to indicate that no MA Level has
       been assigned.";
    reference "18.3, 12.14.3.1.3:c";
  }

  typedef mp-direction {
    type enumeration {
      enum "down" {
        value 1;
        description
          "Sends Continuity Check Messages away from the MAC Relay
           Entity.";
      }
      enum "up" {
        value 2;
        description
          "Sends Continuity Check Messages towards the MAC Relay
           Entity.";
      }
    }
    description
      "Indicates the direction in which the Maintenance
       association (MEP or MIP) faces on the bridge port.";
    reference "12.14.6.3.2:c";
  }

  typedef port-status {
    type enumeration {
      enum "ps-no-port-state-tlv" {
        value 0;
        description
          "Indicates either that no CCM has been received or
           that no port status TLV was present in the last
           CCM received.";
      }
      enum "ps-blocked" {
        value 1;
        description
          "Ordinary data cannot pass freely through the port
           on which the remote MEP resides. Value of
           enable-rmep-defect is equal to false.";
      }
      enum "ps-up" {
        value 2;
        description
          "Ordinary data can pass freely through the port on which
           the remote MEP resides. Value of enable-rmep-defect is
           equal to true.";
      }
    }
    description
      "An enumerated value from he Port Status TLV from the last 
       CCM received from the last MEP. It indicates the ability
       of the Bridge Port on which the transmitting MEP resides
       to pass ordinary data, regardless of the status of the MAC
       (Table 21-10).
       
       NOTE: A 0 value is used for ps-no-port-state-tlv, so that
             additional code points can be added in a manner
             consistent with the InterfaceStatus textual
             convention.";
    reference "12.14.7.6.3:f, 20.19.3, 21.5.4";
  }

  typedef interface-status {
    type enumeration {
      enum "is-no-interface-status-tlv" {
        value 0;
        description
          "Indicates either that no CCM has been received or
           that no interface status TLV was present in the last
           CCM received.";
      }
      enum "is-up" {
        value 1;
        description
          "The interface is ready to pass packets.";
      }
      enum "is-down" {
        value 2;
        description
          "The interface cannot pass packets";
      }
      enum "is-testing" {
        value 3;
        description
          "The interface is in some test mode.";
      }
      enum "is-unknown" {
        value 4;
        description
          "The interface status cannot be determined for some
           reason.";
      }
      enum "is-dormant" {
        value 5;
        description
          "The interface is not in a state to pass packets but
           is in a pending state, waiting for some external
           event.";
      }
      enum "is-not-present" {
        value 6;
        description
          "Some component of the interface is missing";
      }
      enum "is-lower-layer-down" {
        value 7;
        description
          "The interface is down due to state of the lower
           layer interfaces";
      }
    }
    description
      "An enumerated value from the Interface Status TLV from the 
       last CCM received from the last MEP. It indicates the status
       of the Interface within which the MEP transmitting the CCM
       is configured, or the next lower Interface in the Interface
       Stack, if the MEP is not configured within an Interface.
       
       NOTE: A 0 value is used for is-no-interface-statusTLV, so that
             these code points can be kept consistent with new code
             points added to ifOperStatus in the IF-MIB.";
    reference "12.14.7.6.3:g, 20.19.4, 21.5.5";
  }

  typedef highest-defect-pri {
    type enumeration {
      enum "none" {
        value 0;
        description
          "no defects since FNG_RESET";
      }
      enum "def-rdi-ccm" {
        value 1;
        description
          "Defects RDI CCM";
      }
      enum "def-mac-status" {
        value 2;
        description
          "Defects MAC status";
      }
      enum "def-remote-ccm" {
        value 3;
        description
          "Defect Remote CCM";
      }
      enum "def-error-ccm" {
        value 4;
        description
          "Defect Error CCM";
      }
      enum "def-xcon-ccm" {
        value 5;
        description
          "Defect Xcon CCM";
      }
    }
    description
      "An enumerated value, equal to the contents of the variable
       highest-defect (20.35.9 and Table 20-1), indicating the
       highest-priority defect that has been present since the MEP
       Fault Notification Generator State Machine was last in the 
       FNG_RESET state.
       
       The value 0 is used for no defects so that additional higher
       priority values can be added, if needed, at a later time,
       and so that these values correspond with those in
       lowest-alarm-pri.";
    reference "12.14.7.7.2, 20.1.2, 20.35.9";
  }

  typedef lowest-alarm-pri {
    type enumeration {
      enum "all-def" {
        value 1;
        description
          "def-rdi-ccm, def-mac-status, def-remote-ccm, def-error-ccm
           and def-error-ccm";
      }
      enum "mac-rem-err-xcon" {
        value 2;
        description
          "Only def-mac-status, def-remote-ccm, def-error-ccm, and
           def-error-ccm (default)";
      }
      enum "rem-err-xcon" {
        value 3;
        description
          "Only def-remote-ccm, def-error-ccm, and def-error-ccm";
      }
      enum "err-xcon" {
        value 4;
        description
          "Only def-error-ccm and def-error-ccm";
      }
      enum "xcon" {
        value 5;
        description
          "Only def-error-ccm";
      }
      enum "no-xcon" {
        value 6;
        description
          "No defects def-xcon or lower are to be reported";
      }
    }
    description
      "An integer value specifying the lowest priority defect
       that is allowed to generate a Fault Alarm (20.9.5)";
    reference "12.14.7.1.3:k, 20.9.5";
  }

  typedef mep-id {
    type uint32 {
      range "1..8191";
    }
    description
      "Maintenance association End Point Identifier (MEPID):
       A small integer, unique over a given Maintenance
       Association, identifying a specific MEP.";
    reference "3.114, 19.2.1";
  }

  typedef mep-id-or-zero {
    type uint32 {
      range "0..8191";
    }
    description
      "Maintenance association End Point Identifier (MEPID):
       A small integer, unique over a given Maintenance
       Association, identifying a specific MEP.
       
       The special value 0 is allowed to indicate special cases,
       for example that no MEPID is configured.
       
       Whenever an object is defined with this SYNTAX, then the
       DESCRIPTION clause of such an object MUST specify what the
       special value of 0 means.";
    reference "19.2.1";
  }

  typedef mhf-creation {
    type enumeration {
      enum "def-mhf-none" {
        value 1;
        description
          "No MHFs can be created for this VID.";
      }
      enum "def-mhf-default" {
        value 2;
        description
          "MHFs can be created on this VID on any Bridge port
           through which this VID can pass.";
      }
      enum "def-mhf-explicit" {
        value 3;
        description
          "MHFs can be created for this VID only on Bridge ports
           through which this VID can pass, and only if a MEP is
           created at some lower MD Level.";
      }
      enum "def-mhf-defer" {
        value 4;
        description
          "The creation of MHFs is determined by the corresponding
           Maintenance Domain variable
           (ma-comp-mhf-creation).";
      }
    }
    description
      "Indicates if the Management Entity can create MHFs.";
    reference "12.14.5.1.3:c, 22.2.3";
  }

  typedef id-permission {
    type enumeration {
      enum "send-id-none" {
        value 1;
        description
          "The Sender ID TLV is not to be sent.";
      }
      enum "send-id-chassis" {
        value 2;
        description
          "The Chassis ID Length, Chassis ID Subtype, and Chassis
           ID fields of  the Sender ID TLV are to be sent.";
      }
      enum "send-id-manage" {
        value 3;
        description
          "The Management Address Length and Management Address
           of the Sender ID TLV are to be sent.";
      }
      enum "send-id-chassis-manage" {
        value 4;
        description
          "The Chassis ID Length, Chassis ID Subtype, Chassis ID,
           Management Address Length and Management Address
           fields are all to be sent.";
      }
      enum "send-id-defer" {
        value 5;
        description
          "The contents of the Sender ID TLV are determined by
           the corresponding Maintenance Domain variable
           (ma-comp-id-permission).";
      }
    }
    description
      "Indicates what, if anything, is to be included in the Sender
       ID TLV transmitted in CCMs, LBMs, LTMs, and LTRs.";
    reference "12.14.6.1.3:d, 21.5.3";
  }

  typedef ccm-interval {
    type enumeration {
      enum "interval-invalid" {
        value 0;
        description
          "No CCMs are sent (disabled).";
      }
      enum "interval300-hz" {
        value 1;
        description
          "CCMs are sent every 3 1/3 milliseconds (300Hz).";
      }
      enum "interval10ms" {
        value 2;
        description
          "CCMs are sent every 10 milliseconds.";
      }
      enum "interval100ms" {
        value 3;
        description
          "CCMs are sent every 100 milliseconds.";
      }
      enum "interval1s" {
        value 4;
        description
          "CCMs are sent every 1 second.";
      }
      enum "interval10s" {
        value 5;
        description
          "CCMs are sent every 10 seconds.";
      }
      enum "interval1min" {
        value 6;
        description
          "CCMs are sent every minute.";
      }
      enum "interval10min" {
        value 7;
        description
          "CCMs are sent every 10 minutes.";
      }
    }
    description
      "Indicates the interval at which CCMs are sent by a MEP.
       
       Note: enumerations start at zero to match the 'CCM Interval
             field' protocol field.";
    reference "12.14.6.1.3:e, 20.8.1, 21.6.1.3";
  }

  typedef fng-state {
    type enumeration {
      enum "fng-reset" {
        value 1;
        description
          "No defect has been present since the
           mep-fng-reset-time timer expired, or since the
           state machine was last reset.";
      }
      enum "fng-defect" {
        value 2;
        description
          "A defect is present, but not for a long enough time
           to be reported (mep-fng-alarm-time).";
      }
      enum "fng-report-defect" {
        value 3;
        description
          "A momentary state during which the defect is reported
           by sending a fault-alarm notification, if that
           action is enabled.";
      }
      enum "fng-defect-reported" {
        value 4;
        description
          "A defect is present, and some defect has been
           reported.";
      }
      enum "fng-defect-clearing" {
        value 5;
        description
          "No defect is present, but the mep-fng-reset-time
           timer has not yet expired.";
      }
    }
    description
      "Indicates the diferent states of the MEP Fault Notification
       Generator State Machine.";
    reference "12.14.7.1.3:f, 20.35";
  }

  typedef relay-action-field-value {
    type enumeration {
      enum "rly-hit" {
        value 1;
        description
          "The MP.s Mac address matches the LTM target MAC
           address.";
      }
      enum "rly-fdb" {
        value 2;
        description
          "The egress port is determined by filter database.";
      }
      enum "rly-mpdb" {
        value 3;
        description
          "The egress port is determined by the MIP CCM database.";
      }
    }
    description
      "Possible values the Relay action field can take.";
    reference "12.14.7.5.3:g, 20.41.2.5, 21.9.5, Table 21�27";
  }

  typedef ingress-action-field-value {
    type enumeration {
      enum "ing-no-tlv" {
        value 0;
        description
          "Ingress no TLV.";
      }
      enum "ing-ok" {
        value 1;
        description
          "The target data frame would be passed through the
           bridge.";
      }
      enum "ing-down" {
        value 2;
        description
          "The bridge port.s MAC_operational parameter is false.";
      }
      enum "ing-blocked" {
        value 3;
        description
          "The target data from will not be forwarded due to the
           port is blocked.";
      }
      enum "ing-vid" {
        value 4;
        description
          "The port is not in the LTM.s VID member set, and the
           target data frame would be filtered at the ingress.";
      }
    }
    description
      "Possible values returned in the ingress action field.";
    reference "12.14.7.5.3:g, 20.41.2.6, 21.9.8.1, Table 21�30";
  }

  typedef egress-action-field-value {
    type enumeration {
      enum "egr-no-tlv" {
        value 0;
        description
          "Egress no TLV.";
      }
      enum "egr-ok" {
        value 1;
        description
          "The targeted data frame is forwarded.";
      }
      enum "egr-down" {
        value 2;
        description
          "The egress port.s MAC_Operational parameter is false.";
      }
      enum "egr-blocked" {
        value 3;
        description
          "The data frame is not passed through the egress port
           due to the port is blocked.";
      }
      enum "egr-vid" {
        value 4;
        description
          "The port is not in the LTM.s VID member set, and the
           target data frame would be filtered at the ingress.";
      }
    }
    description
      "Possible values returned in the egress action field";
    reference "12.14.7.5.3:o, 20.41.2.10, 21.9.9.1, Table 21�32";
  }

  typedef remote-mep-state {
    type enumeration {
      enum "rmep-idle" {
        value 1;
        description
          "Momentary state during reset.";
      }
      enum "rmep-start" {
        value 2;
        description
          "The timer has not expired since the state machine
           was reset, and no valid CCM has yet been received.";
      }
      enum "rmep-failed" {
        value 3;
        description
          "The timer has expired, both since the state machine
           was reset, and since a valid CCM was received.";
      }
      enum "rmep-ok" {
        value 4;
        description
          "The timer has not expired since a valid CCM was
           received.";
      }
    }
    description
      "Operational state of the remote MEP state machine.  This
       state machine monitors the reception of valid CCMs from a
       remote MEP with a specific MEPID.  It uses a timer that
       expires in 3.5 times the length of time indicated by the
       ma-ccm-interval object.";
    reference "12.14.7.6.3:b, 20.22";
  }

  typedef mep-defects {
    type bits {
      bit b-def-rdi-ccm {
        position 0;
        description
          "A remote MEP is reported the RDI bit in its last CCM.";
      }
      bit b-def-ma-cstatus {
        position 1;
        description
          "Either some remote MEP is reporting its Interface
           Status TLV as not isUp, or all remote MEPs are
           reporting a Port Status TLV that contains some value
           other than psUp.";
      }
      bit b-def-remote-ccm {
        position 2;
        description
          "The MEP is not receiving valid CCMs from at least
           one of the remote MEPs.";
      }
      bit b-def-error-ccm {
        position 3;
        description
          "The MEP has received at least one invalid CCM whose
           CCM Interval has not yet timed out.";
      }
      bit b-def-xcon-ccm {
        position 4;
        description
          "The MEP has received at least one CCM from either
           another MAID or a lower MD Level whose CCM Interval
           has not yet timed out.";
      }
    }
    description
      "A MEP can detect and report a number of defects, and
       multiple defects can be present at the same time.";
    reference
      "12.14.7.1.3:o, 12.14.7.1.3:p, 12.14.7.1.3:q,
       12.14.7.1.3:r, 12.14.7.1.3:s.";
  }

  typedef config-errors {
    type bits {
      bit cfm-leak {
        position 0;
        description
          "MA x is associated with a specific VID list, one or
           more of the VIDs in MA x can pass through the Bridge
           Port, no Down MEP is configured on any Bridge Port
           for MA x, and some other MA y, at a higher MD Level
           than MA x, and associated  with at least one of the
           VID(s) also in MA x, does have a MEP configured on
           the Bridge Port.";
      }
      bit conflicting-vids {
        position 1;
        description
          "MA x is associated with a specific VID list, an Up MEP
           is configured on MA x on the Bridge Port, and some
           other MA y, associated with at least one of the VID(s)
           also in MA x,also has an Up MEP configured on some
           Bridge Port.";
      }
      bit excessive-levels {
        position 2;
        description
          "The number of different MD Levels at which MIPs are to
           be created on this port exceeds the Bridge's
           capabilities (see subclause 22.3).";
      }
      bit overlapped-levels {
        position 3;
        description
          "A MEP is created for one VID at one MD Level, but a MEP
           is configured on another VID at that MD Level or
           higher, exceeding the Bridge's capabilities.";
      }
    }
    description
      "While making the MIP creation evaluation described in 
       22.2.3, the management entity can encounter errors
       in the configuration.";
    reference "12.14.4.1.3:b and clauses 22.2.3, 22.2.4";
  }

  augment "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge" {
    description
      "Augment the Bridge model with the CFM";
    container cfm {
      description
        "This module contains a collection of YANG definitions for
         Connectivity Fault Management";
      container default-md {
        description
          "Interface configuration parameters.";
        leaf def-level {
          type cfm:md-level;
          description
            "A value indicating the MD Level at which MHFs are to be
             created, and Sender ID TLV transmission by those MHFs is
             to be controlled, for each entry whose
             level object contains the value -1.
             
             After this initialization, this object needs to be
             persistent upon reboot or restart of a device.";
          reference "12.14.3.1.3:c, 12.14.3.2.2:b";
        }
        leaf def-mhf-creation {
          type cfm:mhf-creation;
          description
            "A value indicating if the Management entity can create
             MHFs (MIP Half Function) for the VID, for each
             entry whose
             mhf-creation
             object contains the value def-mhf-defer.  Since, in this
             variable, there is no encompassing Maintenance Domain,
             the value def-mhf-defer is not allowed.
             
             After this initialization, this object needs to be
             persistent upon reboot or restart of a device.";
          reference "12.14.3.1.3:d";
        }
        leaf def-id-permission {
          type cfm:id-permission;
          description
            "Enumerated value indicating what, if anything, is to be
             included in the Sender ID TLV (21.5.3) transmitted by
             MHFs created by the Default Maintenance Domain, for each
             entry whose 
             id-permission object contains the value
             send-id-defer.  Since, in this variable, there is no 
             encompassing Maintenance Domain, the value send-id-defer
             is not allowed.
             
             After this initialization, this object needs to be
             persistent upon reboot or restart of a device.";
          reference "12.14.3.1.3:e";
        }
        list entry {
          key
            "component-name 
             primary-vid";
          description
            "The Default MD Level table entry.";
          leaf component-name {
            type leafref {
              path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/dot1q:component/dot1q:name";
            }
            description
              "The bridge component within the system to which
               the information in this entry applies.";
            reference "12.3 l";
          }
          leaf primary-vid {
            type ieee:vlanid;
            description
              "The Primary VID of the VLAN to which this entry's
               objects apply.";
          }
          leaf level {
            type cfm:md-level-or-none;
            description
              "A value indicating the MD Level at which MHFs are to
               be created, and Sender ID TLV transmission by those
               MHFs is to be controlled, for the VLAN to which this
               entry's objects apply.  If this object has the value
               -1, the MD Level for MHF creation for this VLAN is
               controlled by def-level.";
            reference "12.14.3.1.3:c, 12.14.3.2.2:b";
          }
          leaf mhf-creation {
            type cfm:mhf-creation;
            description
              "A value indicating if the Management entity can
               create MHFs (MIP Half Function) for this VID at
               this MD Level.  If this object has the value
               def-mhf-defer, MHF creation for this VLAN
               is controlled by def-mhf-creation.
               
               The value of this variable is meaningless if the
               values of status is false.";
            reference "12.14.3.1.3:d";
          }
          leaf id-permission {
            type cfm:id-permission;
            description
              "Enumerated value indicating what, if anything, is to
               be included in the Sender ID TLV (21.5.3)
               transmitted by MHFs created by the Default
               Maintenance Domain. If this object has the value
               send-id-defer, Sender ID TLV transmission for this VLAN
               is controlled by
               def-id-permission.
               
               The value of this variable is meaningless if the
               values of status is false.";
            reference "12.14.3.1.3:e";
          }
        }
      }
      list cfm-vlan {
        key "component-name vid";
        description
          "The VLAN table entry.";
        leaf component-name {
          type leafref {
            path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/dot1q:component/dot1q:name";
          }
          description
            "The bridge component within the system to which
             the information in this entry applies.";
          reference "12.3 l";
        }
        leaf vid {
          type ieee:vlanid;
          description
            "This is a VLAN ID belonging to a VLAN that is associated with
             more than one VLAN ID, and this is not the Primary VID of the
             VLAN.";
        }
        leaf primary-vid {
          type ieee:vlanid;
          description
            "This is the Primary VLAN ID of the VLAN with which this
             entry's dot1agCfmVlanVid is associated.  This value must not
             equal the value of dot1agCfmVlanVid.";
        }
      }
      list md {
        description
          "A Maintenance Domain is described in 802.1ag (3.21) as the
           network or the part of the network for which faults in
           connectivity are to be managed. The boundary of a Maintenance
           Domain is defined by a set of DSAPs, each of which can become
           a point of connectivity to a service instance.";
        key "format md-name";
        leaf format {
          type cfm:maint-domain-name-type;
          description
            "The type (and thereby format) of the Maintenance
             Domain Name.";
          reference "21.6.5.1";
        }
        leaf md-name {
          type cfm:maint-domain-name;
          description
            "The Maintenance Domain name. The type/format of
             this object is determined by the value of the
             MdNameType object.
                  
             Each Maintenance Domain has unique name amongst
             all those used or available to a service provider
             or operator.  It facilitates easy identification
             of administrative responsibility for each Maintenance
             Domain.
                
             3.122 defines a Maintenance Domain name as the
             identifier, unique over the domain for which CFM is to
             protect against accidental concatenation of Service
             Instances, of a particular Maintenance Domain.";
          reference "3.122, 12.14.5, 21.6.5.3";
        }
        leaf md-level {
          type cfm:md-level;
          description
            "The Maintenance Domain Level.";
          reference "12.14.5.1.3:b";
        }
        leaf mhf-creation {
          type cfm:mhf-creation;
          description
            "Enumerated value indicating whether the management
             entity can create MHFs (MIP Half Function) for
             this Maintenance Domain. Since, in this variable,
             there is no encompassing Maintenance Domain,
             the value def-mhf-defer is not allowed.";
          reference "12.14.5.1.3:c";
        }
        leaf mhf-id-permission {
          type cfm:id-permission;
          description
            "Enumerated value indicating what, if anything, is to
             be included in the Sender ID TLV (21.5.3) transmitted
             by MPs configured in this Maintenance Domain.  Since,
             in this variable, there is no encompassing Maintenance
             Domain, the value send-id-defer is not allowed.";
          reference "12.14.5.1.3:d";
        }
        list ma {
          key "format ma-name";
          description
            "The Maintenance Association contains the VLAN ID that
             it wants to monitor.";
          leaf format {
            type cfm:maint-assoc-name-type;
            mandatory true;
            description
              "The type (and thereby format) of the Maintenance
               Association Name.";
            reference "21.6.5.4";
          }
          leaf ma-name {
            type cfm:maint-assoc-name;
            description
              "The Short Maintenance Association name. The 
               type/format of this object is determined by the
               value of the name-type object.
               This name must be unique within a maintenance
               domain.";
            reference "21.6.5.6, Table 21�20";
          }
          leaf ccm-interval {
            type cfm:ccm-interval;
            description
              "Interval between CCM transmissions to be used by
               all MEPs in the MA.";
            reference "12.14.6.1.3:e";
          }
          list ma-comp {
            key "component-name";
            description
              "The MA table entry.";
            leaf component-name {
              type leafref {
                path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/dot1q:component/dot1q:name";
              }
              description
                "The bridge component within the system to which
                 the information in this entry applies.";
              reference "12.3 l";
            }
            leaf comp-primary-vlanid {
              type cfm:vlanid-or-none;
              description
                "The Primary VLAN ID with which the Maintenance
                 Association is associated, or 0 if the MA is not
                 attached to any VID.  If the MA is associated with
                 more than one VID, the VlanTable lists
                 them.";
              reference "12.14.6.1.3:b";
            }
            leaf comp-mhf-creation {
              type cfm:mhf-creation;
              description
                "Indicates if the Management entity can create MHFs
                 (MIP Half Function) for this MA.";
              reference "12.14.6.1.3:c";
            }
            leaf comp-id-permission {
              type cfm:id-permission;
              description
                "Enumerated value indicating what, if anything, is
                 to be included in the Sender ID TLV (21.5.3)
                 transmitted by MPs configured in this MA.";
              reference "12.14.6.1.3:d";
            }
            list mep {
              key "mep-identifier";
              description
                "The MEP table entry";
              leaf mep-identifier {
                type cfm:mep-id;
                description
                  "Integer that is unique among all the MEPs in the
                   same MA. Other definition is: a small integer,
                   unique over a given Maintenance Association,
                   identifying a specific Maintenance association
                   Endpoint (3.114).
                   
                   MEP Identifier is also known as the MEPID.";
                reference "3.114, 19.2, 12.14.7";
              }
              leaf if-index {
                type cfm:if-index-or-zero;
                description
                  "This object is the interface index of the interface
                   either a Bridge port, or an aggregated IEEE 802.1
                   link within a Bridge port, to which the MEP is
                   attached.
                   
                   Upon a restart of the system, the system SHALL, if
                   necessary, change the value of this variable so that
                   it indexes the entry in the interface table with the
                   same value of ifAlias that it indexed before the
                   system restart.  If no such entry exists, then the
                   system SHALL set this variable to 0.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:b";
              }
              leaf direction {
                type cfm:mp-direction;
                description
                  "The direction in which the MEP faces on the Bridge
                   port.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:c, 19.2";
              }
              leaf primary-vid {
                type ieee:vlanid;
                description
                  "An integer indicating the Primary VID of the MEP,
                   always one of the VIDs assigned to the MEP's MA.
                   The value 0 indicates that either the Primary VID
                   is that of the MEP's MA, or that the MEP's MA is
                   associated with no VID.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:d";
              }
              leaf active {
                type boolean;
                description
                  "Administrative state of the MEP
                   
                   A Boolean indicating the administrative state of
                   the MEP.
                   
                   True indicates that the MEP is to function normally,
                   and false that it is to cease functioning.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:e, 20.9.1";
              }
              leaf cci-enabled {
                type boolean;
                description
                  "If set to true, the MEP will generate CCM messages.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:g, 20.10.1";
              }
              leaf ccm-ltm-priority {
                type uint32 {
                  range "0..7";
                }
                description
                  "The priority value for CCMs and LTMs transmitted by
                   the MEP. Default Value is the highest priority value
                   allowed to pass through the Bridge port for any of
                   this MEPs VIDs. The management entity can obtain the
                   default value for this variable from the priority
                   regeneration table by extracting the highest priority
                   value in this table on this MEPs Bridge port.
                   (1 is lowest, then 2, then 0, then 3-7).";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:h";
              }
              leaf low-pr-def {
                type cfm:lowest-alarm-pri;
                description
                  "An integer value specifying the lowest priority 
                   defect that is allowed to generate fault alarm.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:k, 20.9.5, Table 20-1";
              }
              leaf fng-alarm-time {
                type cfm:time-interval {
                  range "250..1000";
                }
                description
                  "The time that defects must be present before a Fault
                   Alarm is issued (fngAlarmTime. 20.3.3)
                   (default 2.5s).";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:l, 20.3.3";
              }
              leaf fng-reset-time {
                type cfm:time-interval {
                  range "250..1000";
                }
                description
                  "The time that defects must be absent before resetting
                   a Fault Alarm (fngResetTime, 20.35.4) (default 10s).";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:m, 20.35.4";
              }
              leaf-list active-rmep {
                type cfm:mep-id;
                description
                  "The remote MEP identifier if the remote MEP is active.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:ae";
              }
            }
            list mep-list {
              key "mep-list-identifier";
              description
                "The known MEPS table entry.";
              leaf mep-list-identifier {
                type cfm:mep-id;
                description
                  "MEPID";
                reference "12.14.6.1.3:g";
              }
            }
          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
  augment "/dot1q:bridges-state/dot1q:bridge" {
    description
      "Augment the Bridge model with the CFM";
    container cfm-state {
      description
        "This module contains operational and states data for
         Connectivity Fault Management";
      container default-md {
        description
          "Interface configuration parameters.";
        list entry {
          key
            "component-name 
             primary-vid";
          description
            "The Default MD Level table entry.";
          leaf component-name {
            type leafref {
              path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/dot1q:component/dot1q:name";
            }
            description
              "The bridge component within the system to which
               the information in this entry applies.";
            reference "12.3 l";
          }
          leaf primary-vid {
            type leafref {
              path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:default-md/cfm:entry/cfm:primary-vid";
            }
            description
              "The Primary VID of the VLAN to which this entry's
               objects apply.";
          }
          leaf status {
            type boolean;
            description
              "State of this Default MD Level table entry.  True if
               there is no entry in the Maintenance Association
               table defining an MA for the same VLAN ID and MD
               Level as this table's entry, and on which MA an Up
               MEP is defined, else false.";
            reference "12.14.3.1.3:b";
          }
        }
      }
      list md {
        description
          "A Maintenance Domain is described in 802.1ag (3.21) as the
           network or the part of the network for which faults in
           connectivity are to be managed. The boundary of a Maintenance
           Domain is defined by a set of DSAPs, each of which can become
           a point of connectivity to a service instance.";
        key "format md-name";
        leaf format {
          type leafref {
            path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:format";
          }
          description
            "The type (and thereby format) of the Maintenance
             Domain Name.";
          reference "21.6.5.1";
        }
        leaf md-name {
          type leafref {
            path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:md-name";
          }
          description
            "The Maintenance Domain name. The type/format of
             this object is determined by the value of the
             MdNameType object.
                  
             Each Maintenance Domain has unique name amongst
             all those used or available to a service provider
             or operator.  It facilitates easy identification
             of administrative responsibility for each Maintenance
             Domain.
                
             3.122 defines a Maintenance Domain name as the
             identifier, unique over the domain for which CFM is to
             protect against accidental concatenation of Service
             Instances, of a particular Maintenance Domain.";
          reference "3.122, 12.14.5, 21.6.5.3";
        }
        list ma {
          key "format ma-name";
          description
            "The Maintenance Association contains the VLAN ID that
             it wants to monitor.";
          leaf format {
            type leafref {
              path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:ma/cfm:format";
            }
            description
              "The type (and thereby format) of the Maintenance
               Association Name.";
            reference "21.6.5.4";
          }
          leaf ma-name {
            type leafref {
              path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:ma/cfm:ma-name";
            }
            description
              "The Short Maintenance Association name. The 
               type/format of this object is determined by the
               value of the name-type object.
               This name must be unique within a maintenance
               domain.";
            reference "21.6.5.6, Table 21�20";
          }
          list ma-comp {
            key "component-name";
            description
              "The MA table entry.";
            leaf component-name {
              type leafref {
                path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/dot1q:component/dot1q:name";
              }
              description
                "The bridge component within the system to which
                 the information in this entry applies.";
              reference "12.3 l";
            }
            leaf comp-number-of-vids {
              type uint32;
              description
                "The number of VIDs associated with the MA.";
              reference "12.14.6.1.3:b";
            }
            list mep {
              key "mep-identifier";
              description
                "The MEP table entry";
              leaf mep-identifier {
                type cfm:mep-id;
                description
                  "Integer that is unique among all the MEPs in the
                   same MA. Other definition is: a small integer,
                   unique over a given Maintenance Association,
                   identifying a specific Maintenance association
                   Endpoint (3.114).
                   
                   MEP Identifier is also known as the MEPID.";
                reference "3.114, 19.2, 12.14.7";
              }
              leaf fng-state {
                type cfm:fng-state;
                description
                  "Current state of the MEP Fault Notification Generator
                   State Machine.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:f, 20.35";
              }
              leaf cci-enabled {
                type boolean;
                description
                  "If set to true, the MEP will generate CCM messages.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:g, 20.10.1";
              }
              leaf mac-address {
                type yang:mac-address;
                description
                  "MAC address of the MEP.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:i, 19.4";
              }
              leaf highest-pr-defect {
                type cfm:highest-defect-pri;
                description
                  "The highest priority defect that has been present
                   since the MEPs Fault Notification Generator State
                   Machine was last in the FNG_RESET state.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:n, 20.35.9, Table 21�1";
              }
              leaf defects {
                type cfm:mep-defects;
                description
                  "A vector of Boolean error conditions from Table 20-1,
                   any of which may be true:
                   
                   def-rdi-ccm(0)
                   def-mac-status(1)
                   def-remote-ccm(2)
                   def-error-ccm(3)
                   def-xcon-ccm(4)";
                reference
                  "12.14.7.1.3:o, 12.14.7.1.3:p, 12.14.7.1.3:q,
                   12.14.7.1.3:r, 12.14.7.1.3:s, 20.21.3,
                   20.23.3, 20.35.5, 20.35.6, 20.35.7.";
              }
              leaf error-ccm-last-failure {
                type binary {
                  length "1..1522";
                }
                description
                  "The last-received CCM that triggered an def-error-ccm
                   fault.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:t, 20.21.2";
              }
              leaf xcon-ccm-last-failure {
                type binary {
                  length "1..1522";
                }
                description
                  "The last-received CCM that triggered a def-xcon-ccm
                   fault.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:u, 20.23.2";
              }
              leaf ccm-sequence-errors {
                type yang:counter32;
                description
                  "The total number of out-of-sequence CCMs received
                   from all remote MEPs.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:v, 20.16.12";
              }
              leaf cci-sent-ccms {
                type yang:counter32;
                description
                  "Total number of Continuity Check messages
                   transmitted.";
                reference "12.14.7.1.3:w, 20.10.2";
              }
              list mep-db {
                key "rmep-identifier";
                description
                  "The MEP Database table entry.";
                leaf rmep-identifier {
                  type cfm:mep-id;
                  description
                    "Maintenance association End Point Identifier of a
                     remote MEP whose information from the MEP Database
                     is to be returned.";
                  reference "12.14.7.6.2:b";
                }
                leaf rmep-state {
                  type cfm:remote-mep-state;
                  description
                    "The operational state of the remote MEP IFF State
                     machines.";
                  reference "12.14.7.6.3:b, 20.22";
                }
                leaf rmep-failed-ok-time {
                  type yang:timestamp;
                  description
                    "The time (SysUpTime) at which the IFF Remote MEP
                     state machine last entered either the RMEP_FAILED
                     or RMEP_OK state.";
                  reference "12.14.7.6.3:c";
                }
                leaf mac-address {
                  type yang:mac-address;
                  description
                    "The MAC address of the remote MEP.";
                  reference "12.14.7.6.3:d, 20.19.7";
                }
                leaf rdi {
                  type boolean;
                  description
                    "State of the RDI bit in the last received CCM
                     (true for RDI=1), or false if none has been
                     received.";
                  reference "12.14.7.6.3:e, 20.19.2";
                }
                leaf port-status-tlv {
                  type cfm:port-status;
                  description
                    "An enumerated value of the Port status TLV received
                     in the last CCM from the remote MEP or the default
                     value ps-no-port-state-tlv indicating either no CCM has
                     been received, or that nor port status TLV was
                     received in the last CCM.";
                  reference "12.14.7.6.3:f,20.19.3";
                }
                leaf interface-status-tlv {
                  type cfm:interface-status;
                  description
                    "An enumerated value of the Interface status TLV
                     received in the last CCM from the remote MEP or
                     the default value is-no-interface-status TLV indicating
                     either no CCM has been received, or that no interface
                     status TLV was received in the last CCM.";
                  reference "12.14.7.6.3:g, 20.19.4";
                }
              }
            }
          }
        }
      }
      list config-error-list {
        key
          "vid 
           if-index";
        description
          "The CFM Configuration Error List provides a list of
           Interfaces and VIDs that are incorrectly configured.";
        leaf vid {
          type ieee:vlanid;
          description
            "The VLAN ID of the VLAN with interfaces in error.";
          reference "12.14.4.1.2:a";
        }
        leaf if-index {
          type cfm:if-index;
          description
            "This object is the IfIndex of the interface.
             
             Upon a restart of the system, the system SHALL,
             if necessary, change the value of this variable
             so that it indexes the entry in the interface
             table with the same value of ifAlias that it indexed
             before the system restart.  If no such entry exists,
             then the system SHALL delete any entries in
             table indexed by that
             InterfaceIndex value.";
          reference "12.14.4.1.2:b";
        }
        leaf error-type {
          type cfm:config-errors;
          description
            "A vector of Boolean error conditions from 22.2.4,
             any of which may be true:
             
             0) cfm-leak;
             1) conflicting-vids;
             2) excessive-levels;
             3) overlapped-levels.";
          reference "12.14.4.1.3:b";
        }
      }
      list stack {
        key
          "if-index vlanid-or-none 
           md-level direction";
        description
          "It enables the network administrator to discover the
           information about the Maintenance Points configured
           on a port.";
        leaf if-index {
          type cfm:if-index;
          config false;
          description
            "This object represents the  Bridge Port or aggregated
             port on which MEPs or MHFs might be configured.
             
             Upon a restart of the system, the system SHALL, if
             necessary, change the value of this variable, and
             rearrange the stack-table, so that it indexes
             the entry in the interface table with the same value
             of ifAlias that it indexed before the system restart.
             If no such entry exists, then the system SHALL delete
             all entries in the stack-table with the
             interface index.";
          reference "12.14.2.1.2:a";
        }
        leaf vlanid-or-none {
          type cfm:vlanid-or-none;
          description
            "VLAN ID to which the MP is attached, or 0, if none.";
          reference "12.14.2.1.2:d, 22.1.7";
        }
        leaf md-level {
          type cfm:md-level;
          description
            "MD Level of the Maintenance Point.";
          reference "12.14.2.1.2:b";
        }
        leaf direction {
          type cfm:mp-direction;
          description
            "Direction in which the MP faces on the Bridge Port";
          reference "12.14.2.1.2:c";
        }
        leaf md-format {
          type leafref {
            path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:format";
          }
          description
            "The type (and thereby format) of the Maintenance
             Domain Name.";
          reference "21.6.5.1";
        }
        leaf md-name {
          type leafref {
            path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:md-name";
          }
          description
            "The name of the Maintenance Domain in the 
             md-table to which the MP is associated";
          reference "12.14.2.1.3:b";
        }
        leaf ma-format {
          type leafref {
            path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:ma/cfm:format";
          }
          description
            "The type (and thereby format) of the Maintenance
             Association Name.";
          reference "21.6.5.4";
        }
        leaf ma-name {
          type leafref {
            path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:ma/cfm:ma-name";
          }
          description
            "The name of the MA to which the MP is associated";
          reference "12.14.2.1.3:c";
        }
        leaf gmep-id {
          type cfm:mep-id-or-zero;
          description
            "If an MEP is configured, the MEPID, else 0";
          reference "12.14.2.1.3:d";
        }
        leaf gmac-address {
          type yang:mac-address;
          description
            "MAC address of the MP.";
          reference "12.14.2.1.3:e";
        }
      }
    }
  }
  notification fault-alarm {
    description
      "A MEP has a persistent defect condition. A notification
       (fault alarm) is sent to the management entity with the OID
       of the MEP that has detected the fault.
       
       Whenever a MEP has a persistent defect,
       it may or may not generate a Fault Alarm to warn the system
       administrator of the problem, as controlled by the MEP
       Fault Notification Generator State Machine and associated
       Managed Objects. Only the highest-priority defect, as shown
       in Table 20-1, is reported in the Fault Alarm.
       
       If a defect with a higher priority is raised after a Fault
       Alarm has been issued, another Fault Alarm is issued.
       
       The management entity receiving the notification can
       identify the system from the network source address of the
       notification, and can identify the MEP reporting the defect
       by the indices in the OID of the mep-highest-pr-defect
       variable in the notification:
       
          md-name - The name of the MEP's
                             Maintenance Domain table entry
                             (md-table).
          ma-name - The name of the MEP's Maintenance
                             Association network table entry.
          mep-identifier - mep -identifier and final index
                             into the MEP table 
                             (mep-table).";
    reference "12.14.7.7";
    container fault-alarm--mep-highest-pr-defect {
      description
        "The highest priority defect that has been present since the
         MEPs Fault Notification Generator State Machine was last in
         the FNG_RESET state";
      leaf md-format {
        type leafref {
          path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:format";
        }
        description
          "The type (and thereby format) of the Maintenance
           Domain Name.";
        reference "21.6.5.1";
      }
      leaf md-name {
        type leafref {
          path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:md-name";
        }
        description
          "Automagically generated leafref leaf.";
      }
      leaf ma-format {
        type leafref {
          path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:ma/cfm:format";
        }
        description
          "The type (and thereby format) of the Maintenance
           Association Name.";
        reference "21.6.5.4";
      }
      leaf ma-name {
        type leafref {
          path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:ma/cfm:ma-name";
        }
        description
          "Automagically generated leafref leaf.";
      }
      leaf mep-identifier {
        type leafref {
          path "/dot1q:bridges/dot1q:bridge/cfm:cfm/cfm:md/cfm:ma/cfm:ma-comp/cfm:mep/cfm:mep-identifier";
        }
        description
          "Automagically generated leafref leaf.";
      }
      leaf mep-highest-pr-defect {
        type cfm:highest-defect-pri;
        description
          "The highest priority defect that has been present
           since the MEPs Fault Notification Generator State
           Machine was last in the FNG_RESET state.";
        reference "12.14.7.1.3:n  20.33.9 and Table 21-1";
      }
    }
  }
}


